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2022 Working Internationally Conference: 
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DAY 1 Thursday 7 April, 13:00 - 17:00 BST

13:00 - 13:10   Welcome and Introduction

13:10 - 13:20   Official Opening
Dawn Bowden MS, Deputy Minister for Arts and Sport and Chief Whip, 
Welsh Government

13:20 - 14:15   Climate change, a conversation with:
Dr Christian Baars, Head of Collections Care Department, National Museums
Liverpool and ICOM UK Co-Chair
Dr Jenny Newell, Manager, Climate Change Projects, Australian Museum, 

Zehra Ahmed, Sustainability & Access Projects Coordinator, Australian Museum,
Sydney, Australia

       Sydney, Australia

Climate change affects every aspect of life on planet Earth. This means that every museum has
something to say about it. In this session we want to focus on the practical steps museums can
take to reduce the impact of their operations and thus carbon emissions, and how we can change
the conversation through exhibitions and online content on Climate Change solutions.
Decarbonisation, energy efficiency, circular economy, government targets – what do these terms
mean, and how can any museum translate them into concrete action? How are Museums curating
content on climate change and the solutions that exist right here and now? If you are not a
decision-maker, how do you persuade the people who are? We will cut through the jargon and
give you ideas about specific measures you will be able to take home and implement in 
your museum.

14:15 - 14:45   Working Internationally: ICOM UK Grant Programmes
Nigel Sadler, Head of the ICOM UK Bursary Committee 
Dr Toby Jones, Medieval Ship Project, Wales
Nick Jones, Wrexham Museum, Wales 
Andrea DeRome, Ceredigion Museum, Wales 

This session illustrates how grant programmes managed and run by ICOM UK have benefited
members and museums to meet their international plans to work with other museums and
collections. The session looks at how museums and museum staff in Wales have used travel grants
to support their projects and help to reinterpret their collections based on their work.
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DAY 1 Thursday 7 April, 13:00 - 17:30 BST

14:45 - 15:00   Break

15:00 - 15:10   Introduction to the afternoon sessions 
David Anderson, Director General, Amgueddfa Cymru | National Museum Wales

15:50 - 16:45   Bridging community divides, a conversation with: 
Carrie Canham, Curator, Ceredigion Museum, Wales
Rachel Platt, Director of Community Engagement, Frazier History Museum,
Louisville, KY, USA

Museums are engaging in important discussions to bridge divides in their own communities and
offer an open and welcoming space for dialogue. Divides can range from political, racial, socio-
economic, religious or cultural. This session takes a closer look at change, how conversations are
being received and future practice. We also look at other changing practices by museums to be
more inclusive of the communities they serve.

15:10 - 15:50   Building a more equitable future, a conversation with:
Andrew Ogun, Agent for Change, Arts Council of Wales
Dr Mike Murawski, consultant, Author, Change Leader and Educator

How can museums and cultural institutions ensure their structures and processes are based in
equity and equality, and how can we centre communities who have been historically marginalised?
What steps can institutions and individuals take to make change happen, and shape a better
future for museums? In conversation, Andrew Ogun (UK) and Mike Murawski (USA) will talk about
these questions using case studies from America and the UK and discuss actions that all museum
professionals can take to prioritise equity.

16:45 - 17:00   Closing session

17:00 - 17:30   Informal networking session
Please leave the conference platform (Everywhere+) and join using the Zoom 
link below.
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88418124757?pwd=VGFhUDZCRmgvNGdPRFBiMUNWM2NBUT09 
Meeting ID: 884 1812 4757
Passcode: 142661

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88418124757?pwd=VGFhUDZCRmgvNGdPRFBiMUNWM2NBUT09
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DAY 2 Friday 8 April, 12:15 - 17:00 BST

13:10 - 13:20   Cynefin
Dr Huw Griffiths, Lead for 14+ Education, Powys County Council

Though often translated as ‘habitat’, cynefin is not just a place in a physical or geographical sense:
it is the historic, cultural and social place which has shaped and continues to shape the
community which inhabits it. Museums play a critical role in representing, educating and
preserving heritage this session highlights the benefits of integrating museums into the new
school curriculum of Wales.

13:00 - 13:10   Welcome and Introduction

13:20 - 14:15   New thinking around museum programming for
people living with dementia, a conversation with: 

Carol Rogers MBE, Director of House of Memories, National Museums Liverpool
Karin Molson, Learning Manager, MonLife Heritage, Wales

Karin Molson and Carol Rogers discuss how policies such as the Welsh Dementia Action Plan,
Social Services and Wellbeing Act 2014 and international initiatives regarding living and ageing
well have led to new ways of thinking about programming museum services for Dementia.

12:15 - 12:45   Informal networking session
Please join using the Zoom link below.  This session does not take place on the
conference platform (Everywhere+).
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/86473809134?pwd=OG9HM3VyOENkVGxRZnNmYzYwVWZQUT09
Meeting ID: 864 7380 9134
Passcode: 292683

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/86473809134?pwd=OG9HM3VyOENkVGxRZnNmYzYwVWZQUT09
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DAY 2 Friday 8 April, 12:15 - 17:00 BST

15:00 - 15:50   Protecting cultural heritage in armed conflict
Edmund Connolly, Creative Partnerships Programme Manager, Google Arts &
Culture UK and ICOM UK Trustee
Noor Kadhim, Solicitor-Advocate, Founder of Kadhims and In The Frame
Dr Sebastian Majstorovic, Digital Historian, Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities
and Cultural Heritage, Vienna, Austria
Dr Lisa Mol, Senior Lecturer, University of the West of England, Bristol

The invasion of Ukraine has highlighted the importance of considering armed conflict in
emergency planning procedures. The 1954 Hague Convention affords protection of cultural
heritage during armed conflict. Further conventions protect cultural heritage from theft and illicit
import. What measures can be implemented in practice to protect tangible cultural items? This
session explores such practical measures in conversations with sector professionals who are
currently assisting Ukrainian museums, database experts backing up collections management
databases of Ukrainian museums, and lawyers working in the area of illicit traffic in cultural goods.

14:15 - 14:45  Career challenges facing students and early career
professionals in 2022

Huaiyuan (Robert) Ren, University of Kent
Dr Aurélie Debaene, Open University
Louise Yang, University of York
Dr Arran Rees, University of Leeds
Chia-Min (April) Yang, University of Manchester
Lauren Wylie, University of Manchester

Early career professionals and students discuss the challenges and psychological discrepancies
many students and emerging professionals face when they first enter the cultural sector. It might
be a lack of job opportunities, new methods of executing work, such as online exhibiting, or it
might be the difference between what one acquires academically versus what one actually has to
do in practice – the dream versus reality. All of these can be described as challenges and
obstacles, but can also turn into great opportunities. Students and emerging professionals are
invited to come together in this session to discuss the challenges they are about to encounter.

14:45 - 15:00   Break
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DAY 2 Friday 8 April, 12:15 - 17:00 BST

15:50 - 16:45   Museum practices and refugees, a conversation with: 
Dr Elena Perez-Alvaro, NRF SARCHI Postdoctoral Fellow Nelson Mandela
University, Heritage Consultant, Licit Cultural Heritage Ltd. and ICOM UK Trustee
Jo Furber, Curator, Dylan Thomas Centre, Wales
Fionnuala Rogers, Director of Canvas Art Law Ltd. and Chair, UK Blue Shield
Eric Ngalle Charles, Writer, Poet and Playwright

This session looks at how museums work with and about refugees, exploring the increasing
participation of museums in safeguarding human rights. In the early 2000s, after Swansea became
a “dispersal area”, the Dylan Thomas Centre began working with displaced people (refugees,
asylum seekers) and local people to hold celebratory community events at the Centre. The Centre
became a focal point and safe space for these often-neglected communities.  Blue Shield, on the
other hand, is an international, voluntary organisation that was created to protect cultural heritage
during conflict and during and after natural disasters. They also work with displaced people, since
museums and cultural heritage sites during and after conflict are reused by desperate refugees
looking for shelter, which may also damage sites.

16:45 - 17:00   Closing session
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Online Code of Conduct

Please read the following guidance before attending the online 2022
Working Internationally Conference
netiquette | ˈnɛtɪkɛt | noun [ mass noun ] informal. The correct or acceptable way of using the
internet. ORIGIN 1980s : blend of net and etiquette.

Do not use abusive or threatening language.
Do not post offensive remarks regarding sex, race, nationality, gender, age, sexuality, disability or any other
protected characteristic under the Equality Act 2010.
Do not share any of the joining links or the password with anyone.
Do not record the sessions.

We expect everyone to follow these rules of netiquette:

Code of Conduct:
All participants, speakers, sponsors, staff and volunteers at ICOM UK events are required to agree to the following
code of conduct:

ICOM UK is dedicated to providing a harassment-free experience for everyone, regardless of gender, gender identity
and expression, age, sexual orientation, disability, neurotype, physical appearance, body size, race, nationality,
ethnicity or religion (or lack thereof).  We do not tolerate harassment of participants or event staff in any form. 
 Participants violating these rules may be sanctioned or expelled from a session without a refund at the discretion of
the organisers.

Anyone asked to stop any harassing behaviour is expected to comply immediately.  If a participant engages in
harassing behaviour, ICOM UK may take any action they deem appropriate to keep the event a welcoming
environment for all participants.  This includes warning the offender or expulsion from the event with no refund.

Event organisers may take action to address anything designed to, or with the clear impact of, disrupting the event or
making the environment hostile for any participants.

All participants, speakers, sponsors, staff and volunteers at ICOM UK events are not obliged to share social media
profiles, email addresses or any form of additional contact details.  Invitations to connect outside of the ICOM UK
forum can be handled at the recipient’s discretion.  All data received by ICOM UK is handled adhering to GDPR
standards and will not be shared without the individual's consent.

We expect participants to follow these rules at all events and event-related social and networking activities.

Reporting:
If you are being harassed, notice that someone else is being harassed, or have any other concerns, please contact a
member of the ICOM UK team via email uk.icom.museum@gmail.com  This gives us the opportunity to act swiftly and
appropriately to resolve the issue.

ICOM UK is committed to creating a safe space online for the education and collaboration of professionals, students,
volunteers, and organisations.  We appreciate your support through your adherence to these standards.

mailto:uk.icom.museum@gmail.com
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DAY 1 Speaker Biographies

DAY 2

Dawn Bowden MS
Deputy Minister for Arts and Sport and Chief Whip, Wales

Dawn moved to south Wales in 1989 becoming the first youngest female

District Officer in the area. She rose through the ranks of her union to

become the UNISON Cymru/Wales Head of Health, a position she held up

to her election as a Member of the Senedd for Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

in May 2016. In the last Senedd term, Dawn served on the Health, Social

Care and Sport; Culture Welsh Language and Communications; External

Affairs and Additional Legislation; Climate Change and Rural Affairs;

Children, Young People and Education and Equalities, Local Government

and Communities Committees. She also Chaired the Committee on

Senedd Reform and represented the Welsh Parliament at the European

Congress of Regions and was a Member of the Valleys Taskforce. In 2021

Dawn was appointed Deputy Minister for Arts and Sport and Chief Whip.

Dr Christian Baars
Head of Collections Care Department, National Museums Liverpool and
ICOM UK Co-Chair

Christian holds a PhD in the evolution of Earth’s atmospheric composition

and has a deep scientific understanding of climate change. Scientific

questioning and reasoning inform the way he works. He has a past as an

environmental activist and now combines his passion for achieving positive

change with informed decision making. Christian spent the past twenty

years working in and for museums. Successes include helping to embed

energy efficiency in estates management and reducing the electricity

consumption of National Museum Cardiff by almost 70%. Christian is

currently the Head of Collections Care at National Museums Liverpool

where he is acutely conscious of the burden posed by aging and inefficient

mechanical ventilation systems, installed for conservation reasons, and

hence the responsibility the sector has for a relatively large carbon

footprint. He is working towards reducing this footprint without

compromising on the preservation of cultural heritage collections.



Dr Jenny Newell
Manager, Climate Change Projects, Australian Museum

Jenny works to advance understanding and engagement in climate

solutions through the medium of museums. Her most recent exhibition is

Spark: Australian innovations tackling climate change (2021, Australian

Museum – onsite and online). With a background in Pacific environmental

history, Jenny has worked with Pacific communities and collections at the

British Museum, National Museum of Australia, the American Museum of

Natural History and the Australian Museum to amplify voices on climate

change for broad audiences. Jenny convenes the Museums & Climate

Change Network and is a member of ICOM’s Working Group for

Sustainability. Her publications include edited volumes Living with the

Anthropocene and Curating the Future: Museums, Communities and

Climate Change.

Zehra Ahmed
Sustainability and Access Projects Coordinator, Australian Museum

Zehra led the development, launch and management of the AM’s strategic

projects, including the Sustainability Action Plan and the Accessibility and

Inclusion Action Plan (AIAP). The successful implementation of these plans

has brought the AM into a position of leadership for cultural institutions in

both these spaces. Through Zehra’s work the AM is now Climate Active

(carbon neutral). This involved overseeing energy upgrades and

implementing waste management best practice across the AM and

collaborating with various key stakeholders to position the AM as an

innovative leader in these fields. Zehra worked closely with an Advisory

Panel as well as the Australian Network on Disability in the development of

the AIAP. A passionate community advocate, Zehra has volunteered over

the years in the Torres Strait Islands in community projects studying the

effects of sea-level rise and climate change.



Nigel Sadler
Head of the ICOM UK Bursary Committee

Nigel Sadler worked an archaeologist in the Near East in the late 1980s. In

the 1990s he ran museums in London and between 2000 and 2006 was

Director of the Turks and Caicos National Museum in the Caribbean. As

President of the Museums Association of the Caribbean (MAC) 2003-2006

he wanted to generate greater understanding of the diversity of the

region’s history. In 2007 he set up Sands of Time Consultancy, and worked

on projects for the Bicentenary of the Abolition of Slave Trade Act. Since

2007 he has worked in the Cayman Islands, led an Endangered Archive

Project in Montserrat and worked with MAC. He worked as a Museum

Development Officer in London, a gallery lead in ‘The Box’ in Plymouth and

is currently the Manager at Axminster Heritage Centre and Volunteer

Curator at his local museum in Ottery St Mary.

Dr Toby Jones
Curator, Newport Medieval Ship Project, Wales

Toby has worked as an archaeologist, lab technician, dive safety officer

and diver on various scientific and archaeological projects since 1997. Toby

has published a variety of articles on maritime archaeology, covering

aspects ranging from deepwater archaeological exploration to three-

dimensional digital documentation and laser scanning. He began his

underwater career working on biological survey projects along the US west

coast. He later enrolled at Texas A&M University and began working on

marine archaeological projects. He initially focussed on deepwater

archaeology and related technology, before specialising in medieval

Northern European wooden shipbuilding technology. He has worked on the

Newport Medieval Ship Project since the beginning of the post-excavation

research phase in 2004, and has been responsible for the archaeological

research, project management and public engagement. He is also an

Honorary Research Fellow at University of Wales Trinity Saint David.

Nick Jones
Football Museum Officer, Wrexham Museum, Wales

Nick joined Wrexham Council a year ago as the new Football Museum

Officer, tasked with helping to develop a new Football Museum for Wales

(to be based within the current Wrexham Museum building) and curating

and growing the existing Welsh Football Collection. Previous to this Nick

worked at the National Football Museum (for England) in Manchester.

During his time there he worked on a number of exhibitions, including

commemorations of the 125th anniversary of the Football League and the

50th anniversary of England’s 1966 World Cup win. Nick is passionate about

football, particularly its rich and diverse history and is looking forward to

telling Wales’s story.



Andrea deRome
Collections Access Officer, Ceredigion Museum

Andrea DeRome is the Collections Access Officer at Ceredigion Museum,

a mainly rural county with over 50 miles (80 km) of coastline and a

mountainous hinterland. Andrea is responsible for a collection of 70,000

objects spread over seven sites throughout the county. Her role is key to

the museum’s mission, ‘Keeping Ceredigion’s Culture and Heritage Alive for

a Positive Future’. This position allows her to explore some of her favourite

things, showcasing diverse stories, getting creative with collections and

organised list-making. From a young age Andrea would rather eavesdrop

on the life stories her Aunts would divulge than go out and play. These

stories would create films in her mind, images, voices, a soundtrack and a

palpable impression. An instinct to convey stories through collections has

always been at the heart of her work. At present, Andrea is embarking on

Ceredigion museum’s Perthyn (Belonging to) project, an exploration of how

collections can create community.

David Anderson
Director General, Amgueddfa Cymru | National Museum Wales

In 2010 David joined Amgueddfa Cymru | National Museum Wales as

Director General. He has published widely on museums, cultural policy and

cultural rights, as well as a UK government report on museums and

learning, and two children’s books.  At Amgueddfa Cymru, he has overseen

the transformation of St Fagans Museum to become the National Museum

of History for Wales, which won the Art Fund Museum of the Year Award in

2019, as well as the development of new programmes and research on the

role of museums in society.From 2013 to 2015 David was President of the

Museums Association. He is currently a member of the Boards of Creative

and Cultural Skills, and the Royal Pavilion and Museums Trust. He is also a

member of the Advisory Committee of British Council Wales.

Andrew Ogun
Agent for Change, Arts Council Wales (ACW)

Andrew is a musician, activist and writer from Newport. He was appointed

the 'agent for change' by the ACW to improve its diversity and inclusion

practices. In this role Andrew will help to remove barriers faced by

marginalised groups when trying to access ACW funding and services, and

to create "a process of cultural change within the Arts Council itself".



Dr Mike Murawski
Consultant, Author, Change Leader, Educator

After more than 20 years of work in education and museums, Mike brings

his personal core values of collaboration and care along with a deeper

understanding of placed-based connections into the work that he leads

within organisations, non-profits, schools, and communities. Mike is the

author of Museums as Agents of Change: A Guide to Becoming a

Changemaker (2021), author of the Substack publication Agents of

Change, and is co-producer of Museums Are Not Neutral, a global

advocacy campaign calling for equity-based transformation across

museums. In 2016, he co-founded Super Nature Adventures LLC, a place-

based education and creative design agency that partners with parks,

government agencies, schools, and non-profits to expand learning in the

outdoors and public spaces. When he’s not writing, drawing, or thinking

about museums, you can find Mike on long trail runs in the forests and

mountains of the Pacific Northwest.

Carrie Canham
Curator, Ceredigion Museum

Carrie started her career for Brighton & Hove Museums as Community

Exhibitions Officer, co-producing exhibitions with a variety of communities

and special interest groups. She then took up the role of Curator of Toys &

Film and was part of the team that fully redeveloped Hove Museum. After

a sojourn as Displays Coordinator at the Centre for Alternative Technology,

she returned to the museum sector to help establish CARAD’s Rhayader

Museum & Art Gallery, a community museum co-produced with the rural

community. In 2012 Carrie took up the post of Curator at Amgueddfa

Ceredigion Museum in Aberystwyth, where her focus has been a three-

stage redevelopment plan with community engagement at the heart of its

vision.

Rachel Platt
Director of Community Engagement, Frazier History Museum, USA

Rachel Platt is the Director of Community Engagement at the Frazier

History Museum in Louisville, Kentucky, USA. She began her job in January

of 2019, after a 30-year career in Louisville as a reporter/anchor for

WHAS-TV. She was inducted into the Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame in

October of 2020. Upon her hiring at the Frazier, Rachel began

programming entitled, “Let’s Talk:Bridging the Divide.” The Frazier History

Museum is located on what has long been known as the “Ninth Street

Divide”, separating the demographically distinct east and west sides of

Louisville. Rachel is married to Gary Fogle, and is the proud mother of 3

sons.
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Dr Huw Griffiths
Lead for 14+ Education, Powys County Council

Huw Griffiths works for Powys County Council's Education Department as a

14+ Leader of Teaching and Learning. He has been working on the

Curriculum for Wales for over four years and is very keen to see every

school in Wales learn about the Story of Wales, Cynefin and Welsh BAME

history. Huw graduated from Cardiff University with a Doctorate in Welsh

History and has taught History, Sociology and Politics for over twenty years.

Huw believes the stories of Wales should be at the heart of every school

curriculum in Wales.

Carol Rogers MBE
Director of House of Memories, National Museums Liverpool (NML)

Carol leads the multi-award-winning House of Memories, a flagship

dementia awareness programme for NML. House of Memories is making a

difference to people living with dementia, their carers, families and

communities.  More than 60,000 people have benefited from the

programme, which continues to expand across the UK and globally in USA

and South East Asia. In January 2015, Carol was acknowledged by HRH

Queen Elizabeth II and awarded an MBE for her role leading House of

Memories. Carol has developed a notable career at NML. Her profile is well

known across the North West of England and she maintains an extensive

national and international network of education, museum, health and

social care partnerships. Carol’s work is recognised for its creativity,

innovation and enterprise; successfully connecting cross-sector

organisations and resources.



Karin Molson
Learning Manager, MonLife Heritage

Karin is Learning Manager for MonLife Heritage which operates a series of

museums and attractions across Monmouthshire. During a career spanning

twenty-five years Karin has worked for a diverse range of museums,

galleries and educational organisations, and with a wide variety of

audiences in the formal and community education sectors.Karin has a keen

interest in the positive and unique contribution that museums can make to

the health and wellbeing agenda. For the past few years she has been

exploring museums as dementia friendly spaces, places of

intergenerational opportunity with a particular focus on Dementia and

developing Dementia programming that has voice, choice and control at

its heart Karin is a Dementia Champion, Chair of the Gem Cymru

curriculum development group and a Gem Cymru representative. 

Dr Arran Rees
Post-Doctoral Research Associate, University of Leeds and 
ICOM UK Trustee

Arran is a post-doctoral research associate at the University of Leeds with

experience and interests that intersect with digital culture, museum

programming and collecting. He is currently working with the Science

Museum Group on the AHRC-funded Towards a National Collection

project, Congruence Engine, and is a committee member of ICOM UK.

Having worked in and with museums for over a decade (including going

back to being a student twice!), Arran has been both an emerging

professional and museum studies student.  Until last year he was the

student and emerging professional representative for ICOM UK and

continues to be interested in working between museums and academia.

Huaiyuan (Robert) Ren
PhD candidate, University of Kent and ICOM UK Trustee

Huaiyuan is a PhD candidate in the School of Arts at Kent University. He

received a Business Administration BA from Tianjin University, China in 2017

and came to Kent in 2018 to complete a Masters in Curating, where along

with his fellow colleagues, he curated the exhibition Beyond The Barricade

at Studio 3 Gallery. Since 2019, he started the PhD program focusing on

contemporary art exhibitions in China and the UK since the 1980s and its

impact on the general public and society. Huaiyuan is ICOM UK’s student

and emerging professional representative.



Dr Aurélie Debaene
Open University

Aurélie completed her PhD in History and Philosophy of Art at the University

of Kent in December 2021. Her thesis constitutes an aesthetics of posing in

traditional visual arts and photography, interrogating the role of the model

and her pose within the art making process. She was lead curator for the

Portraits & Philosophy: A Conversation exhibition (March-May 2018) and is

organising the Revaluing the Life Model in Art Practice Symposium at the

Aesthetics Research Centre in Kent (May 2022). Most recently, Aurélie has

taken a position in Open University's Policy and Projects team, and is

exploring how to operate as an independent scholar.

Lauren Wylie
Postgraduate Student, University of Manchester

Lauren graduated from Royal Holloway, University of London in 2021 with a

degree in Drama with Film where she specifically focused upon the

relationship between museums, galleries, and the performing arts. Since

then, she has started studying for a master’s degree in Arts Management:

Policy and Practice at the University of Manchester.  As part of her

placement module, she is working with the Touring Exhibitions Group (TEG)

as their Marketing and Communications Assistant. In the future, Lauren

would like to pursue marketing within an arts organisation. 

Louise Yang
PhD Candidate, University of York

Louise Yang is a PhD candidate and graduate teaching assistant at the

University of York. Her thesis investigates the Arts and Crafts Movement

and its worldwide influence, focusing on the Mingei movement in Japan

and Taiwanese modern craft designs in the early twentieth century.

Exploring craft as an art-historical subject, Louise examines the

transmission of the western concept of art alongside developments of

imperialism and colonialism, demonstrating myths of modern art like

originality and purity as well as cultural resistances in interpretations of

non-European objects in this context. Louise holds a Masters in History and

Philosophy of Art from the University of Kent and Museum Studies at Taipei

National University of Art. She was a researcher at the Museum Preparatory

Department of Taipei Lungshan Temple and a conservator specialising in

paper works at Taipei Conservation Center. Louise’s publications include

journals, anthologies and quarterly columns covering museum studies, art

history, heritage conservation, and material culture studies.



Chia-Min (April) Yang
Postgraduate Student, University of Manchester

Chia-Min Yang is a postgraduate student on the Art Gallery and Museum

Studies Masters course at the University of Manchester. She is currently

working as an intern at ICOM UK. In 2020 she received a BA in Culture

Creative Industry Management from the National Taipei University of

Education, Taiwan. In 2019, Chia-Min completed an internship at the

Museum of National Taipei University of Education and participated in the

audience analysis of Nanjing Museum's project in 2019.

Edmund Connolly
Creative Partnerships Programme Manager, Google Arts & Culture UK and
ICOM UK Trustee

Edmund graduated from the Institute of Archaeology, University College

London, with a Masters in Comparative Art & Archaeology, focussing on

antiquities law and specialising on the protections for tangible and

intangible heritage during armed conflict. He has worked with numerous

international cultural organisations including: The British Council, Google

Arts & Culture and the British Library. He currently is a Trustee of the

International Council of Museums and Chair of the St Albans Museums &

Galleries Trust. Previous positions include a trustee of the Bomb Factory Art

Foundation and Inspiring Futures Mentor. Edmund specialises in creative

partnership development, forging long standing relationships between

charities, corporate and commercial entities for impactful collaborations.

He has appeared in various media outlets on a variety of subjects including

digital futures for research museums and digital equality including the BBC

and the Independent. Outside of work Edmund is a keen archaeologist,

palaeontologist and sport enthusiast. His work championing an equitable

future for LGBTQ+ athletes has been featured by the BBC, Stonewall UK

and Out in Sport. 

Noor Kadhim
Solicitor-Advocate, Founder of Kadhims and In The Frame

Noor is the founder of Kadhims and In The Frame. She is a Solicitor-

Advocate of the English courts with over 14 years' dispute resolution

experience. Her areas of specialism are international arbitration, and art

and cultural heritage.  As an art lawyer, she has advised artists, collectors,

museums, galleries and state entities on issues such as auction / private

sales, improper confiscation / theft of artworks, and repatriation of

cultural heritage.  She is a member on the Advisory Board of the New York

Center for Art Law, a member of the IBA Sub Committee on Art and

Culture Heritage, and guest lectures on the Art Law LLM at Queen Mary

University (London).



Dr Sebastian Majstorovic
Digital Historian, Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities and 
Cultural Heritage

Sebastian advises researchers and institutions on Digital History methods

and multimedia storytelling.  He currently works as an IT Consultant for

Digital Humanities at the Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities and

Cultural Heritage in Vienna.  Sebastian is finishing his PhD thesis, On the

Road to Revolution: Tramping Artisans and the Habsburg Police, 1815-1848

at the European University Institute. Sebastian set up Saving Ukrainian

Cultural Heritage Online (SUCHO), a group of cultural heritage

professionals – librarians, archivists, researchers, programmers – working

together to identify and archive at-risk sites, digital content, and data in

Ukrainian cultural heritage institutions while the country is under attack.

They use a combination of technologies to crawl and archive sites and

content.

Dr Lisa Mol
Senior Lecturer, University of the West of England, Bristol

Lisa is a Senior Lecturer in Physical Geography and is part of the Centre for

Water, Resilience and Communities. Lisa is a geomorphologist, specialising

in the deterioration of stone, which has enabled her to work in

environments as diverse as southern Africa, the Middle East and the Arctic.

She currently leads the Heritage in the Crossfire initiative, which

investigates the effect of ballistics (e.g. bullets and explosives) on heritage

stonework. Sadly, heritage has been, and continues to be, destroyed

during armed conflict. Therefore, Lisa’s work focuses on first aid and triage

for heritage.

Dr Elena Perez-Alvaro
NRF SARCHI Postdoctoral Fellow Nelson Mandela University, Heritage
Consultant, Licit Cultural Heritage Ltd. and ICOM UK Trustee

Elena is a NRF SARCHI Postdoctoral Fellow at Nelson Mandela University,

South Africa.She is also a heritage consultant at Licit Cultural Heritage Ltd.

Elena is Blue Shield Representative for ICOM UK, acting as a liaison

between organisations.She is an accredited and authorised Associate

Professor by the Minister of Universities of the Spanish Government and

she works as professor and director of dissertations for the Master of

Cultural and Natural Management at the International University of La Rioja

(Spain).  Author of many articles in specialised heritage journals and of the

underwater cultural heritage law and ethics book: Underwater Cultural

Heritage: Ethical Concepts and Practical Challenges her main research is

a holistic multidisciplinary study creating links between aspects of heritage,

identity, and society.



Eric Ngalle Charles
Writer, poet and playwright

Eric is a Cameroon-born Wales based writer, poet and playwright, and runs

Black Entertainment Wales, an Arts organisation that provides a platform

for artists in BMEs communities to showcase their work. He is also a PhD

researcher at King's College London. Selected as one of Hay 30 in 2017,

Eric has edited and published Between a Mountain and a Sea, Soft Touch,

Nobody’s Perfect, and Festival of the Wolves – poetry anthologies by

refugees, migrants and indigenous artists. His first play, My Mouth Brought

Me Here, was showcased at Encampment in London's Southbank.  It is a

play based around his poetry and an Old West African Proverb that

explores the themes of migration, language, freedom of expression and

dictatorship.

Jo Furber
Curator, Dylan Thomas Centre

Jo Furber is Swansea Council’s Literature Officer. She develops and

delivers the Dylan Thomas Centre’s year-round programme of learning

engagement activities, and curates the internationally renowned ‘Love the

Words’ permanent Dylan Thomas exhibition. 

Fionnuala Rogers
Director of Canvas Art Law Ltd and Chair of UK Blue Shield

Fionnuala is an art and cultural property lawyer and founder and director

of the specialist art and heritage law firm, Canvas Art Law Ltd, Chair of the

United Kingdom Committee of the Blue Shield and member of the Blue

Shield International Illicit Trafficking working group. The Blue Shield is an

independent, impartial, and neutral international NGO and is an advisory

body to UNESCO for protection of heritage in the event of armed conflict.




